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FACTS ABOUT PAY PHONES

Most pay phones weigh about 50 pounds with a empty coin hopper.
Most of this is armour plating to stop vandalism, robbery,
fraud, and theft. Forget picking the lock, it has 390,625
possible positions.(5 to the eighth power- 8 tumblers with
5 possible positions) It is pick resistant! The coin plate
is secured on all four sides by hardened steel bolts. They pass
through two slots each, and are then interlocked by the main
lock. On some models, all that is holding the front panel
on is three or four bolts. These bolts could be removed just
by putting acid on them. (sulfuric)

The top panel is held on by two nuts, these could easily
removed by a pliers.

The back panel usually has an alarm wired to it. If it
has an alarm the alarm wires will be in the TOP panel. They
should be inclosed in a round box with four wires leading out.
You must cut the FIRST AND SECOND wires from the left. Put
some acid on the bolts and it should come right off.

LINE MANIS HAND SETS

Did you ever wonder what those line men were doing
up on those poles? They're calling their friends and charging
it to YOUR own phone bill. Also they are monitoring YOUR
own phone calls. Don't you wish you could own one? They
cost about $150 from telecommunication stores but you could
make your own CHEAP!!!

First, obtain an old phone hand set. Look around they're
easy to find. Cut off the modular plug that would fit into the
holder thing. Strip the red and green wires down to the wire,
if your lucky, it will be a solid wire, if your not, you will
have wire that resembiles thread, just be more careful-it will
still work.

Carefully solder or wrap a short piece of wire on to
each of these, this is to make it easier to attach the
alligator clips.

Obtain a pair of good, heavy alligator clips. Make
sure they have teeth on them to bite through wire insulation.
Hook the wire up to them and tighten down the screw for a
good connection.

Next, take the back cover off the phone to expose the
insides. Find the microphone and the two wires leading from
it.

Then, get a SPST switch from Radio Shack or where ever
and solder two pieces of wire to it. Find one of the wires
leading off the microphone, cut it and strip the insulation
off both sides. Now take the wires coming from the switch



and hook them up to the wires from the microphone. Solder
them and wrap them in eletrical tape. Drill a hole in the
back of the phone cover, mount the switch, put the cover on,
and your done.

The switch controls the microphone. You can turn it on
and off so you can monitor conversations without blowing your
cover our hook the alligator clips up to a terminal box
(more about these in future issues) and make long distance
phone calls from some one else$ phone!

. This description should help a little, they are easy
to make and understand so they should offer "little trouble.
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POOR MAN'S RED BOX

Have some one go to a local BELL OWNED pay phone, Then
from your house ~all the pay phone and your friend will
answer. with you at your house, you will have a small
tape recorder with you with a piCk-Up coil attached
that is available at Radio Shack for $3.29. Hit the record
button and be very quiet. Have your friend put in about
$3.00 worth of quarters. The person at the pay phone won't
be able to hear any thing, but you will hear the tones as
the quarters are deposited and since you recorded them
all you have to do is call a long distance number- insert
a nickel ( Ma Bell knows if money is being deposited
and if you punch out $3.00 worth of quarters and the lever
inside the phone isn't tripped, they might get suspicios)-- no "u"
After that it is safe to p1ay the tones into the receiver,
the ACTS will even thank you!

MORE ANAC NUMBERS!

Area Code
604
612
615
617
716
815
906
919
212
313
401
415
509
517
602
616
714
718
812
914

(Automatic Number AnnounCement)

ANAC Number
116, 1211, 211
511
830
220-2622
511
290
200-222-2222
711
958
200-222-2222
222-2222
211-2111, 640, 760-2878, 760-2222
560
200-222-2222
593-0809, 593-6017, 593-7451
200-222-2222
211-2121
958
410-555-1212
1-990-1111, 99, 990, 990-1111
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OPENING LOCKED DOORS

This has nothing to do with picking locks, but will
enable you to gain entry and open most doors that do not
have a desd bolt type latch by using a common bumper jack
and its floor stand.

Place the floor stand flush against the door jam on the
side with the hinges. Now place the shaft of the bumper jack
into the floor stand. Stretch the jacking mechanism out to the
opposite side door jam making sure the shaft is resting on
the door knob'. Now start jacking and stretch the door jams
apart. The theory is that the locking bolt will now be separated
from the jam of the door. Allowing the door to be opened
or allowing enough room between the door and the door jam
to manipulate a screwdriver through to pull the locking
bolt back into its retaining plate or the body of the lock.

Just think, by using a bumper jack the possibilities are
endless. If a common bumper jack can lift a three thousand
pound car, just think what it will do to garage doors, door knobs
windows, etc. Although this creates damaging results, I would
only recommend this technique in an emergency situation.
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JACKSTAND

........
JACK IN THIS DIRECTION

RIGHT DOOR JAM
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CHEMICAL FIRE BOTTLE

Materials Required

- SUlfiric acid
- Gasoline
-Potassium Chlorate
- Sugar
- Glass bottle with stopper (roughly 1 quart size)
- small bottle or jar with lid
- rag or paper towels
- string or rubber bands

The sulfuric acid must be concentrated, if battery acid is
used, boil it until dense white fumes are given off.Potassium
chlorate and concentrated SUlfuric acid are available at
Galaxy Science and Hobby in the Northland Mall in Appleton.
( phone- 730-9220) They will give you a long lecture on how
dangerous this kind of stuff is, just ignore them because
this is for informational purposes and your not really
going to do it.

1) Pour gasoline into the large bottle until it is approximately
2/3 full.

2) Add sulfuric acid to the gasoline slowly until the bottle
is filled to within 1" to 2" from the top. Place stopper
on the bottle.

3) Wash the outside of the bottle thoroughly with clear
water. (To prevent accidental ignition )

4) Wrap a clean cloth or paper towels around the bottle.
Tie with a string or rubber band.

5) Dissolve ~cup of potassium chlorate and ~ cup of sugar
in one cup of boiling water.

6) Allow the solution to cool, pour into the small bottle
and cap tightly. The cooled solution should be approx. 2/3
crystals and 1/3 liquid. If there is more liquid than
this, pour off excess before using.

7) Store bottles separately!

8) To use, shake the small bottle to mix contents and pour
onto the cloth or paper towels around the large bottle.

9) Bottle can be used wet or after solution has dried,
it is very spark sensitive. Throw the bottle at hard surface
when the bottle breaks solution will ignite, then run.



TERMINAL BOXES

There are two types of underground terminal boxes,
old and new. The old ones are semi-circular and are opened
bUy removing a screw on the front top of the can. Now grasp
the top of the canand pUll up. These old models do not
have terminal blocks and are full of loose wires. The little
white things are connectors, and can be tapped through
the hole in the top. A VOM probe that has been filed flat
works well. The new ones are rectangular and are made to
discourage nosey people. You must have a ratchet wrench
(7/16) to be able to remove the screw, which is located
on the lower right hand side. There is a lip on the bottom
of the can. After removing the screw, pUll straight up.
The front of the can will move up 2", now pUllout, and the
cover comes off. The terminal block inside is ready to be
tapped.

PBUN PHONE NUMBERS

(313) 651-9743
line (619) 748-0002

(213) 935-1111
(202) 456-2883
(305) 764-4595
(312) 938-0600
1-800-882-1061
1-800-226-1111
(213) 394·-5198
(404) 885-3460
(618) 748-0002 may have been changed
(512) 472-9941
1-800-cocaine
1-800-I AM LOST

Bank of Louisiana
Univ. of Virginia

Ma Bell
Phone Company test
Tracing Test
White House FAX
McDonalds computer

AT&T Information
VISA credit check
ethiopian Cuisine
Sears credit check
Phone testing lines
Insert 25¢
cocaine hotline
Lost people thing

(504) 522-5633
(703) 328-8086

password: INFIDEL
acct: HELLO PHYSICS.HOOPER
password: R2D2a
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